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Dear <<First Name>>,
Welcome to Issue #168 of our Spooky2 Weekly Digest.

Spooky2 Blog Articles

Spooky2 Notifications on Chinese New Year Holiday
Here are three things we need to inform you during this period.

Performing Extremely Accurate Biofeedback Scan Using Baseline
Use the new Baseline to make your scan results even more accurate.

Spooky2 Training Course in Carpentras, France
A Spooky2 training took place in Carpentras (84) on the weekend of 12 and 13
January 2019. 

Spooky2 Q&A

My daughter has got lumber scoliosis. I've done some research and it says it
can be from parasites?
Different user experience for lumber scoliosis.

Is Lyme protocol designed to work in conjunction with herbal medicines?
I think this is a personal choice if you want to do both at the same time. 

Any advice on running the program 'fat burn'?
You need to be careful if you are running this program.

What can I do with Spooky2 to help stop tooth decay? 
Learn how to help with tooth decay in natural ways.

Spooky2 Discussions

Spooky2 Rife for Life Facebook Group 

How can I run just the scan without killing on my 11-month-old daughter who
has lots of allergies?
Great suggestions for an 11-month-old child who has a lot of allergies
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Should we stick the tens pads together when doing a baseline scan?
Something we need to know about baseline scan

Spooky2 Forum

Sound Wave Creator - Frequencies
Here is a new feature in the January program - sound wave creator.

Multi Mineral Supplements "What's Required"
I am curious what mineral supplement is recommended when you rife.

Best of health,
Echo

Spooky2 Team
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